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The annual Homecoming 5K walk/run woke participants up early to run or walk at their preference. The track took runners/walkers through and back into
campus past the Kesler Center. Many faculty, students and alumni participated in this year’s event. 
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
TU walks for cancer cure
Taylor students will host Relay for
Life tonight to raise money for
cancer research.
Relay   for   Life  is   a   one  night
event in which students, faculty and
members of the community will
gather to walk for a cure. 
“It’s kind of a free way to have a
lot of fun but for a purpose,” said
senior Erika Kinzer, a member of
TU's committee for Relay for Life. 
Teams  of  10  or  more  students
and faculty are currently being
formed across campus. 
“It’s  a  really  cool  way  to  show
community. Because when you
have cancer or when you’re in a
family with someone that has can-
cer, you can’t do it alone,” said jun-
ior Traci Eggleston, a member of
the Cellar team 
Participants raise money for the
event by asking for donations or
selling luminaries. Luminaries are
small bags of sand with candles sit-
ting in the bottom. Each bag can be
personalized with the name of a
person who is suffering with or has
passed away due to cancer. 
All   donations   collected   go   to
fund cancer research through the
American Cancer Society. 
The   event   activities   begin   at
4 p.m. with a 5K run. At 7 p.m., the
relay kickoff begins. The night will
be filled with food, live music
from Bill Mallonee and Hank
Slugworth, basketball, volleyball
and euchre tournaments and, of
course, walking.
The   walking   relay   will   begin
at 9 p.m. and continue until 2 a.m. 
“[Walking throughout the night]
symbolizes how people with cancer
don't get a break from it,”
Kinzer said. 
At   9:30 p.m.,   the   luminaries
will be lit outside the Kesler
center   in   a   special  ceremony   to
remember and pay tribute to
cancer patients.  
“It’s time that we all get together
and find a cure to fight this thing,”
said sophomore Carmen Spenser, a
team captain for Third Gerig. 
Various relays occur across the
country. This event was brought to
Taylor in memory of Dr. Ollie
Hubbard and for other patients suf-
fering from cancer.
“I was interested in doing this
because there were so many Taylor
faculty and students who were
either personally battling cancer or
had someone in their family  bat-
tling cancer,” said senior Ryan
Antiel, chair for Relay for Life. “I
feel [that this] is an amazing min-
istry opportunity right in our
own backyards.”
For  more  information  on  Relay
for Life or ways to get involved
contact your P.A. or e-mail Ryan
Antiel at ryan_antiel@tayloru.edu.
Business students become
top executives for a day




During the last few weeks, Taylor
opened a new portal into the
Internet world.
After     nearly     two     years     of
research and construction, the new
MyTaylor portal is up and running.
Although it is not completely fin-
ished, students are encouraged to
log on.
Ian    Blair,    manager   of   online
services, hopes all students will start
using the portal soon. 
“We hope the portal is enticing
and that people will really want to
use it,” he said.  “We want people to
understand that it will add value to
their time at Taylor.” 
According to Rob Linehan, asso-
ciate vice president for information
technology, the portal only requires
one log in, as opposed to the multi-
ple log ins required for Blackboard,
Tower and e-mail services.
“I  like  it  because  everything  I
need is right at my fingertips—the
weather, Google, the student roster,
my e-mail,” junior Laura Carlson
said. “I can even access all my
financial accounts and it makes it
easier to stay up-to-date. It definite-
ly saves me some time.”
Carlson   also   enjoys   using  the
portal because the information is
specific to Upland’s campus.
Each   student   can   personalize
their portal with feeds from news
web sites and group discussion. 
“It’s   called    MyTaylor   for    a
reason. It really is all about you, the
individual,” he said.
“It’s made specifically with the
students in mind,” Linehan said,
“You determine what's on it—
make it yours.”
Since  the   new   site  allows  stu-
dents to personalize their portal,
tools are provided with several
options for managing the content.
The Information Technology staff
hopes to have more options soon.
“We’re trying to further the con-
cept of community, and in reality,
students [at Taylor] are online all the
time, so there ought to be an online
community as well,” he said. “We
hope to add groups, clubs and other
organizations to the portal.  [But]
we have the tools to offer creative
ways of sharing information, such
as prayer groups.”
Many schools are beginning to
incorporate portals into their sys-
tems, said Rod Eib, director of
applications and integration servic-
es. Since the idea of a portal is a
relatively new concept, Taylor is
setting the trend among small
private schools. 
Introducing the new system has
been a collective effort. 
“It  was  really  important  that  we
got good support from the adminis-
tration and the president because it
wouldn't have been possible with-
out them,” Blair said.
While the portal exists primarily
for students, there are plans
to branch out and make the
portal a useful tool for everyone
on campus.
Linehan believes that soon facul-
ty, staff and prospective students
will all have access to the portal.  
Prospective  students  will  have
their own account and will be
able to connect with things that
interest them.  It will be a great mar-
keting tool, he said.
In the future, Linehan hopes to
make the portal accessible to alum-
ni as well as students.
“It’s something that can  be used
throughout an individual's years at
Taylor-as a prospective, as a student
and then as an alumni,” he said. “It
will help alumni stay connected
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Junior Rashel Cary and Leland Boren, president of Avis, stand next to his corporate jet before leaving for Detroit,
Mich. Wednesday. Business were able to shadow Boren in a few of his companies around the Midwest. 
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Taylor business students jet-setted
across the Midwest to experience
the “real world.” 
Beginning Tuesday, two students
a day were asked to join Leland
Boren, chairman of the board
and president of Avis Industrial
Corporation,  in  his  routine  busi-
ness trips to one of his 11
industrial corporations. 
On Tuesday, juniors Kim
Casuscelli and Joe Ringenberg
traveled with Boren in his corporate
jet to Belview, Ohio. 
The day started early at 8:45 a.m.
with a flight out of Marion. Upon
arriving in American Baler in
Belview, one the 11 companies that
Boren owns, the students were
given a tour and taught the flow of
the company. 
In the afternoon, they got to work.
The students attended a board
meeting and were able to actively
participate in it. 
“It was an amazing experience,
not to just sit in [on a board meet-
ing] but to be involved in the con-
versation,” Casuscelli said. “[Mr.
Boren] went in with the expectation
that we were going to be involved.
That was something I was really
impressed with.” 
“Mr.  Boren  wouldn’t  let  any-
one talk their way out of questions.
That was refreshing,” Ringenberg
said. “It was about teamwork,
and there wasn’t any room
for insincerity." 
Boren   is   an   81-year-old,  self-
made millionaire. He owns compa-
nies all over the world and travels
to and from them four to five
days a week. 
Boren spoke in the Management
Analysis and Practice class and
afterwards offered students the
opportunity to shadow him for
a day. 
“He   was   totally   open  about
everything [during the trip], about
money, about finances. It was like
we were top level executives. It was
amazing,” said junior Rashel Cary,
who traveled with Boren on
Wednesday to Detroit, Mich. 
The trips  were  part  of  Boren’s
idea to open doors for students to
real world experiences. 
“I  think  I  learned  more  in   that
day [than I have in] a long time,”
Casuscelli said. “It was neat to see
the things that I was learning
applied in a real setting.” 
Boren hopes to take two students
a day until all 60 students in the
class have had a chance to partici-
pate, Cary said. 
Avis is a corporation that servic-
es products from automobiles to
recyclables. It is located across the
street from Taylor on state Route 22.
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
CONTRIBUTOR
Early Saturday morning, Taylor
alumni, students and professors ral-
lied in the rain to participate in the
annual 5K walk/run. 
The walk/run has been taking
place during homecoming week-
end for 10 years. 
“[It’s] a fun early morning activi-
ty that alumni and students can par-
ticipate in together,” said Marty
Songer, director of alumni relations. 
The   race   began    in    front    of
the Zondervan library at 8 a.m.
before the football game and other
alumni events. 
“Most people like to run in the
morning anyway,” Songer said. 
Even  with  the  early  morning
wakeup, many alumni chose to par-
ticipate in this year’s event. 
“It is good to see so many alum-
ni out on the first day of homecom-
ing congregating in the wee hours
of the morning,” said Adam Hanna,
a 2002 graduate. 
Because   of   the  complications
with last year’s course map and dis-
tance, Songer said, 
“I personally got a measuring
wheel from maintenance to meas-
ure the exact distances (of the
course) and make sure that it was
long enough.” 
Some runners felt anxiety before
the race. 
“We’re  all  going  to  die  on  the
side of the road,” said Amy Hanna
(‘01) facetiously. “I’ve only run
three miles in my life, and I
stopped twice.”
Many of the alumni commented
on how they loved participating in
the 5K every year, and many stu-
dents voiced the same appreciation. 
“It  was  the  first  year  I  could
run because I didn’t have a cross
country meet,” said senior
Christy Conrad. 
Each  participant  in  the  race
received an orange T-shirt, and
medals were handed out to the top
finishers in the six age groups. 
Raffle prizes included gift certifi-
cates to the bookstore, Ivanhoe’s
and Vecino’s. Taylor hats and T-
shirts were also distributed. 
Sophomore David Ridenoir and
Mandy Moulton, wife of 1995
graduate Matt Moulton, were the
overall winners for the 5K event. 
“I did it last year, and it was fun,”
Ridenoir said. “It is nice for alumni
to come back and meet with people.
It is a good start to the weekend.” 
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See ‘Eggleston’ page 3
Grant County takes a
step back in time
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Wal-mart VP visits Taylor
Photo by Katy Mann
Rollin Ford, executive vice president of logistics for Wal-Mart corpora-
tion and a Taylor alumnus, engaged Taylor students in a presentation
on Wal-Mart business, logistics, new technology and skills to
succeed on Friday, Oct. 1. 
Clarification:
An article in last week’s
Echo mistakenly stated
Wal-Mart’s executive vice
president of logistics was
Robin Ford. The execu-
tive’s name  is Rollin
Ford, and he is not a
member of the National
Business Alumni Council. 
In the Sept. 24 Echo, a
front page article stated,
“RSI Semion and RCS




programs are the BSI
Simian and RCS Selector. 
BY JOEL LOOPER
CONTRIBUTOR
If you see Abraham Lincoln in
Ivanhoe's this weekend, don't
be surprised. 
The   reenactment   of   the
Mississinewa battle of 1812 in
Marion and the 15th annual
Hartford City Civil War Days will
take area residents back to the 19th
century this Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. 
“This is a marvelous opportunity
for the community to see history
come alive,” said Dr. Carl Siler, a
civil war enthusiast. “It’s one thing
to read about it or to see [the movie]
Glory…but smelling the gun
smoke on the battle field is another.” 
The Mississinewa reenactment,
which will be held in Marion, is the
largest War of 1812 living history
event in the United States. It com-
memorates the battle which was
fought in Mississinewa on Dec. 17
and 18, 1812. 
More than 140 merchants, actors
and food purveyors will be on site,
demonstrating and selling pottery,
muskets, candles and other 19th
century goods. The public will be
able to view the daily life of British
and American soldiers and witness
live battle reenactments.
Further down Route 26, Hartford
City's Civil War Days will take vis-
itors back to the bloodiest war in
America’s history. The Blackford
County Civil War Reenactment
Club sponsors the event which
draws thousands of people
each year. 
“The Civil War is the most writ-
ten about war in American history,”
Siler said. “There are a lot of Civil
War buffs out there.”
The  Civil  War  Day’s  events
include reenacted battles on
Saturday and Sunday, artillery night
firing, wagon rides and a historical
conversation between Abraham
Lincoln and Robert E. Lee. The
Saxton's Cornet Band will perform
throughout the weekend. 
A Blackford  County  Civil  War
memorial, which is being erected
on the steps of the Blackford
County courthouse, will be dedicat-
ed at 9 a.m. Saturday. The memori-
al is a bronze statue of a soldier
holding a bayoneted rifle and will
honor everyone who served in
the Civil War in Blackford County.
The reenactment club will be
donating at least $1,500 from this
year’s event toward the cost of
the monument.
The    non-profit    organization’s
mission statement said, “[our] goal
is the preservation of our American
Heritage through living history,
school visits, researching and docu-
menting the Blackford County
Civil War Records for the preserva-
tion of our local history.” 
Single  day  tickets  for  the
Mississinewa reenactment are $4 in
advance or $6 at the gate. Admission
for Hartford City’s Civil War days is
$5 on Saturday and Sunday. 
Photo provided by Joanna LaForge
In last year’s Civil War Days in Hartford City, the Confederate army marches on the Union army in a reen-
actment. Visitors can watch the reenactments along with enjoying other activities at this year’s event. 
VP of Laurie Consulting
speaks at Ball State
BY MIA WALES
STAFF WRITER
Marilyn Laurie, founder and presi-
dent of Laurie Consulting Inc., will
share at the Vernon C. Schranz
Distinguished Lectureship at Ball
State University next Thursday.  
Laurie  will  lecture  about  the
importance of reestablishing trust in
the profession of public relations.
The lecture is open to everyone
and will be held in Cardinal Hall of
the BSU Pittenger Student Center
at 8 p.m.  
The  Schranz  Lectureship  was
established in 1976 by the Ball
Corp. to commemorate the retire-
ment of Vernon C. Schranz, Ball
Corp.’s first public relations officer.
Lecturers are annually selected
based on their outstanding career
achievements in the field of
public relations. 
Marilyn Laurie, named one of
“New York’s 75 Most Influential
Women” by Crain's, a New York
business magazine, rose to the level
of executive vice president for
brand strategy and is a member of
the 10-person executive committee
for AT&T. With this promotion, she
claimed the title of the highest
ranking woman in the history
of   AT&T. 
Laurie was responsible for all of
AT&T's brand-building activities
and for several billion dollars in
advertising and sponsorships. With
Laurie at the helm, AT&T was
named “Advertiser of the Year” by
USA Today.  
“I   remember   as   a   kid   in   the
PR shop that we were given a list of
PR objectives,” Laurie said. “The
number one objective was ‘to be a
company worthy of trust’…not a
company perceived as worthy
of trust.” 
AT&T first took notice of Laurie
after she co-founded Earth Day,
which launched the environmental
movement that swept across
America in the 1970’s. After she
wrote a piece in the Sunday section
of the New York Times on environ-
mental issues, AT&T recruited her
to create the company’s first
environmental policy and conser-
vation program for employees
and retirees. 
Laurie advanced quickly through
different positions at the company,
including speech writer for AT&T’s
chairman and vice president of pub-
lic relations at Bell Laboratories. 
“I  spent  25  years  at  AT&T,”
Laurie said. “Through the best of
times and the worst of times, I loved
AT&T…then and now.”
Laurie  was  inducted  into  the
Arthur Page Public Relations Hall
of Fame in 2002. 
“I   know   of   no   principles  that
offer better guidance for manag-
ing…trust and credibility than
[Arthur] Page’s principles,” Laurie
said. “I know of no honor I would
rather have than to be a part of the
Hall of Fame that bears his name.”
For  more  information,  contact
Amie Morehead at 765-285-1742
or ammorehead@bsu.edu.
Photo by Matt Wissman
Joel Sonnenberg encourages
TU community in chapel
Joel Sonnenberg, a 2000 graduate, returned to Taylor to
speak in chapel on Oct. 1. Former Dean of Students Walt
Campbell, a close friend of Sonnenberg, joined him
on stage for a brief interview to begin his talk.
Sonnenberg’s address focused on his time at Taylor and
the friendships he gained while he was here. He encour-
aged the Taylor community to not think of this time
as   “the best four years of your life,” but to realize that the
best is to come. Sonnenberg was also here selling and
signing his autobiography titled Joel. The book shares the
life story of Sonnenberg from the time a fiery car accident
left  scars  on  most  of  his  body  when  he  was  2-years-
old. Sonnenberg is a recent graduate of Columbia
International Seminary in South Carolina. 
G.E.M.
GOING THE EXTRA MILE
The Staff Advisory Committee
named Taylor employee Tim
Mannix the G.E.M. Award
winner for September 2004.
Mannix is a maintenance
mechanic and has worked for
the Upland Buildings and
Grounds Department since
1986.
Students, faculty, staff and administration can nominate any
Taylor faculty or staff member for the GEM Award by writing
the person's name and the reason for the nomination on a slip of
paper and dropping it into one of the campus drop boxes located
in the Zondervan Library, the Freimuth Administration
Building, Rediger Chapel/Auditorium and at the Buildings &
Grounds Department. Nominations can also be e-mailed to Jim
Garringer or Laura Hutson.
Taylor’s true prayer warriors
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feel involved and connected." 
Alarge portion of the group's time
together is dedicated to prayer. 
"This group originally started to
pray for Taylor's needs," Smith
said. "It's still our main focus."
The women pray for various
needs as they are aware of them,
such as illness on campus or
the death of a student's loved
one. Many of the women get
prayer requests from their hus-
bands  for specific situations. They
also consistently pray for the pres-
ident and administration, the
board and special events on cam-
pus, such as World Opportunities
Week or Spiritual Renewal Week.
Most recently, the women have
felt  a particular burden to pray
against discouragement for the
football team.
The women write down all the
requests so they can remember
them throughout the week. They
also have a prayer chain in place for
communicating urgent requests.
"Prayer draws us all closer togeth-
er," Krueger said. 
The group members look forward
to being informed about the people
and situations they have prayed for. 
"Getting updates is always
encouraging," Ringenberg said.
All of the women agree that their
favorite aspect of the group is the
same aspect the ladies from 1956
enjoyed: the fellowship. In fact,
they appreciate being together so
much they faithfully eat lunch
together at Ivanhoe's after their
meetings. If you're there around
11:15 on a Thursday, you'll
probably notice a large group of
women socializing.
"I have really appreciated the
opportunity to get to know women
who have dedicated their lives to
the students of the university,"
Smith said. 
Gruendyke, one of the youngest
members of the group, agrees. 
"I've enjoyed the relationships
I've been able to build," she said. "I
never would have met these
women, but they're fun to be
around." She also appreciates the
chance to learn from the mature
faith of older women.
The next time you glance at a
clock on a Thursday morning, think
about the godly women of Taylor
who are lifting up our campus in
prayer. They may not be the most
noticeable soldiers, but they are
prayer warriors in the truest sense. 
Not surprising, they don't seem
to think of themselves or their min-
istry as anything special.
"It's been a real blessing to all of
us," Ringenberg said. 
Krueger agreed. "I have a real
feeling of satisfaction and content-
ment that we have this Bible study,"
she said. "It's the thing we do."
Most Taylor students are either
still asleep or wearily sitting
through a class at 9:15 on a
Thursday morning. Little do they
know somewhere in Upland, a
group of women are gathering to
pray for them and the work of
Taylor University. 
In 1956, Jean Bergwall,  the then-
president’s wife, approached Ruth
Krueger, the wife of a chemistry
professor. Bergwall was interested
in starting a Bible study and prayer
meeting for faculty wives. Krueger
agreed and held the first meeting in
her home.
"We believed in prayer," Krueger
said. "We were all very concerned
that Taylor do well."
Becky Ringenberg, the wife of
history professor Dr. Bill
Ringenberg, is the current chair-
man of the group. Although she
was not around when the group
began, she has been involved for
many years. 
"[The original women] felt that
it was something they could do as a
service for God and the whole
campus," she said.
The founding members of the
group also appreciated the fellow-
ship aspects of the group. They
tried to invite all new members of
the Taylor community to attend
and become a part of the group. 
"There weren't a lot of social
things going on at that time,"
Krueger said. "We needed
the fellowship."
Almost 50 years later, the tradi-
tion of the "Taylor Ladies’ Bible
Study" continues. Although many
of the original members have
passed away, their roles have been
taken over by other people in the
Taylor community. There are at
least 40 people on the official roster,
but each week about 20 women
gather. It is open to anyone with a
Taylor connection, including wives
of current and former faculty.
Different women volunteer to host
the group in their homes.
"It's not all of us every week. It's
come as you can," said Nancy
Gruendyke, a member of the group.
The group meets from 9:15 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. on Thursdays and fol-
lows a specific structure. The
women begin with time to socialize
and have refreshments. They also
have a time of singing, which is led
by Beth Smith, the wife of Ken
Smith, who directs the William
Taylor Foundation.
"We love to sing together,"
Ringenberg said.
"It's incredible how [Beth] is able
to draw in songs that relate to what
[the lesson is]," Gruendyke said.
They also have a Bible-study por-
tion for about 45-minutes. Frances
Ewbank, a former English profes-
sor from Taylor, teaches a couple of
series each year, as does Smith. 
Most of the women are older
and do not have a strong connection
to Taylor anymore. They try to
have guests like hall directors
and faculty members who are
involved at Taylor to come and
share their perspective. 
"We want to learn how to be bet-
ter prayer warriors for the needs
they see," said Smith. "We want to
They purchased pottery work by
Mark Franz ('04) and also photogra-
phy pieces by junior Ryan Lane.
Lane says having his art pur-
chased encouraged him to pursue
photography in the future.  
"I'm actually happier with  the
exposure than the money," Lane
said.  "It has raised  my confidence
to know that Taylor values  my work
and the money is an  added bonus."
There are still empty spaces      in
the library, and the library staff
continues to be on the lookout    for
artwork that will match their needs.
"I have been very impressed with
the work I've seen by students,"
Bowell said. 
So while the library is still supposed
to be quiet, the new artwork helps add
some personality — and some eye
candy — to the study area. It is sure to
be the home to many more pieces of
art by talented Taylor students .
Photo by Amy Wood
two younger siblings so Mr.
Eggleston could be with his wife in
the hospital. 
Mrs. Eggleston has been cancer-
free for nine years, but she contin-
ues to battle for the lives of others.
She instilled in her children the
importance of self-examination
because she discovered the lump in
her breast during a routine self-
check. She also encourages others
who are suffering from the disease
through meals, visits and an empa-
thetic shoulder on which to cry.
This  October  marks  the  20th
annual Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. Eggleston is working to
raise awareness among the women
in English Hall. She stressed the
importance of a monthly self-
check for young women because
breast cancer can strike 20-some-
thing women.
"I want women to be aware of
these issues to better prevent cancer
from starting in the first place,"
Eggleston said.
In preparation for the Relay,
Eggleston organized prayer for vic-
tims, survivors and those currently
battling cancer. She also plans to
wear and distribute pink ribbons as
a reminder to pray for all who battle
cancer.
"You're not alone when you have
cancer," Eggleston said. "You can't
combat it by yourself."
She views Relay for Life as an
opportunity to demonstrate the
reliance on others when one has
cancer.
"Cancer affects us in almost every
way," she said. "It is not something
that is removed from us."
F e a t u r e s
A group of faculty wives have been meeting for 48 years in order to pray for the university and its
needs. Although the group has undergone changes over the years, its mission remains the same.
"Screaming,"  "loud," and "bright"
are not the words you want to hear
when describing artwork in the
library.  So, what should be the
main characteristic of artwork for
such a quiet area?
According to Dan Bowell, the
Director of the Zondervan Library,
the key words are "eye candy."
The artwork must be memorable,
but never distracting.  People
should find it attractive but
not attracting.  
"Good art makes you reflect,"
Bowell said. "It puts you in a think-
ing mode."  
Students who spend time in the
library also appreciate the dis-
played art.  
"Seeing the art in the library gives
me contact with student art that I
otherwise would not have," said
junior Melissa Munn.
Three years ago, the library staff
attended the annual end-of-the-year
art show and began buying pieces
art for the library.  At that time, the
library walls were still sporting the
"bland" pieces the original interior
designers had chosen.
Marsha Becker is a Taylor gradu-
ate who majored in art. She now
works as the circulation manager of
the library and also helps in the
selection process for artwork.  She
says she looks for pieces that "com-
pliment the library."  
"We want to encourage the devel-
opment of skill because we like to
display that talent," Becker said.  
The library staff sets aside money
for the end-of the year show. The
pieces they buy usually cost an
average of $100 to $150.
The staff also wants to display a
variety of mediums in the library.
Student artwork gains exposure
If you are a man, either you or your
best male friend will someday battle
cancer. If you are a woman, the bat-
tle will be yours or that of one of
two of your friends. Approximately
one out of every two men and one
out of every three women will bat-
tle cancer at some point in their life-
time, according the American
Cancer Society.
Maybe the person you know who
has battled cancer is a parent.
Junior Traci Eggleston will par-
ticipate this Friday in the annual
Relay for Life in honor of her moth-
er who won her battle with breast
cancer nine years ago.
"October 9 is my mom's birth-
day," Eggleston said. "I want to
walk my portion of the relay after
midnight as a birthday gift to her."
Eggleston was in sixth grade
when her mother was diagnosed
with breast cancer.       
"We're a healthy family. We take
care of ourselves," Eggleston said.
"It was not something I would have
expected to happen, especially to
my mom."
Doctors first performed surgery
to remove Mrs. Eggleston’s cancer-
ous tumors, but then decided it
would be best to perform a double
mastectomy to keep the cancer
from spreading.  
The operation was successful,
but cancer treatment rarely ends
after a single surgery. While Mrs.
Eggleston did not endure
chemotherapy, she took other drugs
to keep the cancer at bay and suf-
fered from side effects such as pre-
maturely induced menopausal
symptoms as well as an increased
risk of ovarian cancer.
"Her demeanor changed because
of the drugs," said Eggleston. "She
dealt with feeling like less of a
woman. I remember helping to
change her bandages … the scars
… and the boils on her back.  But
she was brave. Never once did she
say, 'If I don't live …'"
Despite her mother's confidence,
Traci lived with the fear that her
mother might not make it. But in
those darkest hours, God provided
encouragement and people to care
for Eggleston and her family.
Friends and church members
brought meals, drove to band prac-
tice and stayed with Traci and her
Eggleston honors her





Members of the “Taylor Ladies’ Bible Study” socialize during their meeting in the home of Jane Hodson. The
women meet weekly to pray for the needs of Taylor University, including students, faculty and staff, administration
and any special events. 
Traci Eggleston’s mother
(above) had breast cancer
more than nine years ago. On
Friday night, Eggleston (left) will
walk in the Relay for Life in
honor of her mom and her
recovery. Eggleston is also
working to educate women on
campus about how to take pre-
cautions against cancer. 
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Photo provided by Traci Eggleston
Works by Kevin Oakley (‘03), Kyle Dufendach (‘04)
and Ryan Lane (‘06) and other artists are now on dis-
play in the Zondervan Library. Each year, the library
staff purchases works at the Art Department’s End-of-
the-Year sale.
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“You’re not alone when
you have cancer. You





Date: Friday, October 8
Time: 4 p.m. (Sign-ups at
3:30 p.m.)
Place: Begins at the
Kesler Center 
Why: To join members of
the local community in
the fight against cancer.
Everyone is invited!
Photos by Matt Wissman
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“Courage is contagious. When a brave man takes a stand, the spines of others
are often stiffened.”
Billy Graham
Letter to the Editor
Letters to the Editor
Evangelism is every Christian’s calling




“Every Christian iseither a missionaryor an imposter.”
At least that’s what famous
preacher Charles Spurgeon had
to say when it comes to mis-
sions and evangelizing. By that
standard it sounds like there
might be a lot of imposters
walking around this campus.
Not to say that we are all
supposed to be serving over-
seas at this point in our lives,
but at the least we should con-
sider the winning of souls to be
our job wherever we are at.
Unfortunately it looks like
many of us disagree with this
idea in practice, and some even
disagree with the theology of it.
A survey was completed on
campus recently that asked
questions about evangelism.
More than 700 students respond-
ed. In that group 48 percent
claimed that they had shared
the gospel with others 15 times
or less in their entire lifetimes.
What’s really crazy is that 15
times seems like a lot to us.
The funniest part of the sur-
vey showed that 6 percent of
the group claimed that they had
zero opportunities to witness in
the past six months. And while
that seems pretty laughable,
keep in mind that more than
half of the group said that they
had only 15 opportunities or
less in the same time period. 
You would think that every
time you run into a non-
Christian it would be an oppor-
tunity for evangelism, and if
anybody sees less than 15 non-
Christians in a six- month period,
then they truly are in a bubble.
When the students were asked
what obstacles they faced in
sharing their faith, the answers
were pretty close to what
we’ve come to expect. 
The biggest factor is fear.
Fear of being rejected, fear of
not knowing the right words to
say, fear of being a stereotypi-
cal pushy Christian. Many peo-
ple claimed they are just natu-
rally quiet, so evangelism
comes harder to them. Some
did claim that they were never
around any non-Christians.
The scariest answers were
from people claiming they
weren’t called to evangelism,
or that they didn’t think we
should evangelize at all. Some
people expressed the idea that
they thought they should let
their faith be seen in their lives,
and not in their words. To
answer that idea we’ll use a
quote from Dave Davidson:
Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the com-
ing Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and
signature. Write us from off-campus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. On-
campus at: The Echo, Rupp Communications Building, or
via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily rep-
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“If you found a cure for cancer,
wouldn’t it be inconceivable to
hide it from the rest of mankind?
How much more inconceivable
to keep silent the cure from the
eternal wages of death.”
The Bible commands evan-
gelism. If you don’t believe us,
go ahead and start reading to
find out for yourselves. Jesus
sent the apostles out to preach
that the kingdom of God was
near. Paul went to synagogues
and marketplaces, preaching
the gospel message to Jews
and Gentiles. 
The great commission of
Matthew 28 tells us that we are
to make disciples of all nations.
If we just stand by and watch
others go to hell without ever
trying to share the truth, then
how can we claim to be loving
our neighbors as ourselves?
James 4:12 says, “Anyone,
then, who knows the good he
ought to do and doesn’t do it,
sins.” If we believe that we are
called to evangelism and we
are not doing it, then we are
sinning, plain and simple.
We understand that this is not
a black and white issue. We
aren’t trying to define exactly
what evangelism is or is not.
We are trying to challenge this
campus to figure out how they
can fulfill this biblical pattern,
and biblical command, of mak-
ing disciples.
Author Mark Cahill, a big
evangelism proponent, is on
campus this weekend. If you
have fears or concerns about
evangelism, then why not come
hear him speak. The issue is
not going to go away if we con-
tinue to ignore it. Instead let’s
figure out how to address the
issue starting now.
We can end with another
quote from Spurgeon. “If sin-
ners will be damned, at least





We are very disappointedwith the approach, tone
and focus of the article
“Studying Students Prove More
of a Distraction,” published in
The Echo on Friday. The article
fails to provide the reader with
an accurate view of the study
table purpose and structure.  
Taylor University is serious
about the term student-athlete.
Many freshmen struggle with the
transition to college. Recognizing
this fact, Taylor has set into
place a very prescribed pro-
gram for not only student-ath-
letes, but also students who
may struggle academically.
For student-athletes, eight
hours of study must be logged
during supervised hours.
Supervision is provided by
coaching staff. While the article
leads the reader to believe there
is no supervision, that may
have been the case once, due to
scheduling conflicts, but that is
the exception not the rule.
This program is designed
with the success of the student-
athlete in mind, to give every
student, regardless of back-
ground, an accountability sys-
tem. In the student-athlete aca-
demic support program, they
learn to transfer the athletic skills
of discipline, responsibility,
accountability, time manage-
ment and more to the classroom.
One of the more disturbing
impressions left by the article is
the idea that students, particu-
larly freshmen, do not have
much to do when it comes to
academic work outside of the
classroom. It is very deceiving
to take this perspective.
Remember the 2-to-1 rule:
For every hour spent in class, it
is expected you will study two
hours outside of class. This is
the assumption professors are
making when developing their
respective syllabi.
Even though assignments
may be completed that are due
the next day or two, there is
always something a student can
or should be working on when
it comes to academics.
Yes, there will be an ebb and
flow to the work load.
However, if the long view
approach is taken, you the stu-
dent will not have to pull the
all-nighters stressing your
body, weakening your immune
system and placing yourself at
a great disadvantage academi-
cally due to the impact poor
stewardship of the body has on
your mental acuity.  
This program builds charac-
ter, develops responsibility and
affirms the athletic depart-
ment’s commitment to excel-
lence. The numbers speak for
themselves. During the 2003-
2004 academic year, the cumu-
lative GPA of the student body
was 3.29. The cumulative GPA
of intercollegiate athletes for
the same period was 3.26.
Our athletes learn from the
coaches, administration, stu-
dent-athlete academic support
program, and each other that
hard work pays off — not only
on the playing field, but in the
classroom — and library as well.






BY AARON SHAPIRO AND
DJ JERGENSEN
GUEST COLUMNISTS
Elections 102Bush needs the popular vote this year
Last week, we talked aboutthe basic steps of thepresidential election. We
also briefly discussed registra-
tion, primaries, and caucuses.
In case you forgot, here’s a
recap of the election process.
1. The candidate begins cam-
paigning. 
2. State caucuses and primary
elections are held.
3. National party conventions
are held.
4. The General Election is
held.  This year it’s on Nov. 2.
5. The Electoral College casts
its votes.
6. The winner is inaugurated
on Jan. 20.
This week, I am going to dis-
cuss what party conventions are
and what the Electoral College
is and what it does.
National Party Conventions
The main purpose of a conven-
tion is to unify the party
around a platform (a formal
declaration of its beliefs and
principles) and to nominate its
presidential and vice presiden-
tial candidates.
During the first few days of
the convention, party delegates
from each state convene and
vote on a platform. After this, the
presidential nomination begins.
The chairman will call the
roll of states and each state will
place a nomination. After the
nominations have been second-
ed, roll will be called again and
the delegates will cast their
votes. Usually, delegates will
vote for the candidate that won
the primary in their state but
that is not a requirement.
The candidate with the major-
ity number of votes wins the
party’s endorsement for the
presidential nomination.
The Electoral College
In the general election, when
you vote for a candidate (this is
called the popular vote), you
are not exactly voting for the
candidate. You are really voting
for people who will pledge to
vote for that candidate. These
people are called electors.
Each state has the same num-
ber of electors as senators and
representatives combined.  That
is why the more populous
states are important in elec-
tions. Usually, electors vote
(this is called the electoral
vote) for the candidate that
received the most popular
votes in that state. The candi-
date with the majority electoral
votes will win the election.
Why do we have an
Electoral College?
In 1787, the founders were
debating how to elect the
president. One option was to
have Congress elect the presi-
dent. However, this would
throw off the checks and bal-
ances because the legislature
would control the executive.
Yet, the founders did not want
people to directly elect the
president. So, they opted for an
indirect popular vote — the
Electoral College.  
The Controversy of the 
2000 Election
In the 2000 election, Al Gore
won the popular vote with a
majority of 539,947 votes.
However, this majority in the
popular vote did not trans-
late into a majority in the elec-
toral vote.
Bush won the election in the
Electoral College with a total
of 271 votes, while Al Gore had
only 266. Two hundred seventy
votes were needed to win.  
When the election results ini-
tially came in, Gore conceded
to Bush. However, when there
was news of possible election
errors in Florida, Gore retracted
the concession. The Electoral
College vote was so close that a
shift from Bush to Gore in
Florida would have swung the
election to Gore.  
After over a month of fight-
ing, the Supreme Court finally
voted 5-4 in favor of Bush.
This ruling ensured that Bush
would be, in fact, the president
of the United States.
This is all the space I have.  I
hope the articles were helpful.
Here are some useful Web sites:
www.issues2000.org. You can
see the candidates’ stances on
issues and you can take a quiz
to see with whom or what party
you are closest.
www.vote-smart.org. This is
another good Web site with lots
of information and resources.
As a voter registered inPennsylvania, I can’t real-
ly question the importance of
my single vote. We are a state
that feels important and power-
ful, because we are a state
that can’t quite decide our loy-
alties yet. In a swing state, the
people cannot avoid the clear
and constant realization that
every vote counts.  
But thinking about the many
Indiana residents on campus,
I’ve had moments in which I’ve
wondered whether your vote
has much practical importance.
Indiana will go to Bush;
enough said. However, to give
you some new vigor of mind,
I’d like to remind you of one
reason that you are pretty
important to the Bush cam-
paign, even more than just
being citizens who are fulfill-
ing your civic duty.  
To see this, please consider
the popular vote. While the
popular vote does not elect the
president, it does haunt or sup-
port him throughout his term.
We have seen firsthand the
media’s ability to lose no
opportunity in reminding us
that President Bush did not win
the popular vote, and is there-
fore something close to a
usurper. (Of course, this has
more to do with the way things
were run in Florida, but with-
out this lack of majority sup-
port, the media would not have
quite the harsh language to
throw at him.)
If you are a Bush supporter
from Indiana and cannot decide
whether to make it to the polls
on Nov. 2 because you have a
sudden revelation that there is
no way Kerry will take
Indiana’s electoral votes,
please consider the horrors of
the possibility of four more
years of a media with this type
of ammunition.
Help Bush win the popular
vote this year, so that as our
next elected president he might
not have to waste energy work-
ing against media-induced
opinions back home, once again
trying to convince the people
that he is the legal president.
By Kate Garber
Taylor deserves a few words of praise
In almost every Echo, inalmost every Interchange,
you’ll find at least one article
about how Taylor students are
not only bad Christians but bad
people. Rarely do you get an
article that says what a great
Christian witness Taylor stu-
dents are. Well, I'm here to
amend that egregious wrong. 
Since I came to Taylor as a
freshman, I’ve made friends, had
fun, been supported, encour-
aged, challenged and uplifted.
I go to sleep at night with my
door unlocked, my window open
and sleep soundly. I let people
borrow my car, and never have
a second thought. Random peo-
ple in the DC line have given
me money when I forgot my
food card. There’s a lot of trust
at Taylor. There are a lot of hon-
est people; a lot of good people,
trying to be good Christians. I
love that about this school!  
You can write to The Echo
and complain, and point out
misgivings you have about the
people around you, and suggest
ways it can improve. I do that
frequently, being a whiner.
But I also see the great side of
Taylor. I see people loving each
other. I see students praying for
each other. I see people playing
intramurals, hitting hard and
then finishing by shaking each
other’s hands, praying and eat-
ing dinner together. 
So here I am, in a voice as
loud as I can muster, saying,
“Good job TU students! You
have made my life here a pleas-
ant ride, rather than an arduous
journey. Thank you. Keep up
the good work.”
The Taylor community isn’t
perfect, that is true. But it is
better than most.  
By Sherif Mansour
All added up, the evidence points to a Taylor bubble
Aletter in the Sept. 24 Echopointed to the following
criteria that the author saw as
reasons the Taylor Bubble is a
myth. These criteria are good
measures as to whether there is
a bubble or not, but they point
to the existence of a bubble here,
contrary to his conclusion.
Surround oneself with ... dif-
ferent ideas. I’m not sure what
“different ideas” are being
referred to, but as you would
expect, I haven’t run in to any
staunch atheists or Unitarians
or Muslims on campus. We’re
at a Christian school, so every-
one has the same world view on
life, go figure. In my opinion,
different ideas on petty issues
such as women in the church or
infant baptism don’t count as
“diverse ideologies.”
Have easy access to high-
speed Internet. This one I agree
with, obviously, but having the
access is not necessarily the
same as utilizing it to find dif-
ferent ideas.
Read papers detailing world
events. When the Indy Star is
delivered to the dorms, half of
the papers are never touched,
and the ones that are generally
have been picked through for
the comics and crossword sec-
tion then replaced. 
Have ideas waiting at your
meal table. I really respect the
group I sit with and wouldn’t
trade them for anything, but,
even when profound breakfast
conversations do crop up, it often
ends in everyone agreeing with
each other, due to the same
world view. To truly refine what
I believe and why, I need to dia-
log with people who disagree.
Live within 30 seconds a
huge library. I adore books and
libraries, but wouldn’t exactly
describe our library as “huge.”
As for it enabling us to get out
of the bubble and understand
the modern world outside ...  I
did a study. I checked to see
which of the top 10 authors on
If we just stand by
and watch others go
to hell without ever
trying to share the
truth, then how




will speak in Rediger
Chapel today at 4:30
p.m. and tomorrow at
10:30 a.m.
the current Publisher’s Weekly
non-fiction and religious best-
seller lists are contained in our
library. Omitting one book con-
tained in both lists, I found that
eight of the nine authors on the
religious list are in our library,
while we have access to only
two of the nine overall non-fic-
tion bestseller authors. Can we
really “get out of the bubble”
when we don’t have access to
what society is reading?
Does the Taylor Bubble exist?
Looking at these criteria, you
decide. Do you have to be in it
while you’re at Taylor? That’s
your decision as well.
By Joanna LaForge
Different brick adds beauty to campus
This is in response to AbbyMartin’s article about the
“mismatched” buildings on
campus.  First of all, I’m
sorry that this was something
noticed on a freshman’s first
day on campus.
Yes, each building is a differ-
ent shade, but that’s what
makes each one original and
gives the campus some color.
If we insist on pointing out
campus inconsistencies, why
don’t we also point out that
none of our trees are consis-
tent? We have many types of
trees, in different sizes and
some older than others, but
none of them look exactly the
same. Therefore, our bricks
won’t look identical, either,
because the buildings cannot
all be the same age.
So really, instead of using this
space to complain about some-
thing that isn’t in our control
and cannot be helped, we
should take the time to thank
those who work so hard to
make this campus the beautiful
place that it is.
Taylor students:  I encourage
you to take the time to thank a
construction worker, house-
keeper, or maintenance person
for the behind-the-scenes work
they always do for us.
To everyone who helps and
has helped construct the build-
ings or maintain the grounds
and facilities to make Taylor
University attractive:  thank
you.  Your hard work and dili-
gence does not go unnoticed.  
By Amanda Reusser
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“I think I should have no other mortal wants, if I could always have plenty of music. It seems to infuse strength into my limbs 
and ideas into my brain. Life seems to go on without effort, when I am filled with music. ”
- George Eliot
Christian Education Retreat: Naked and
Without Shame (Gen. 2:25)
Who?  Anybody who wants to come
When?  4:00 (Friday, Oct. 15) - Noon (Saturday, Oct.
16)
Where?  Westminster Presbyterian Church, Muncie
How much?  $5
Come to the chapel from 4:00-6:00 Friday afternoon to
register and go to Muncie from there.  
A great time of fellowship, fun, and sharing as we
explore together the freedom that comes from vulnera-
bility before each other and God.  
Registration continues through Friday, Oct. 8 in the DC,
and next week in the CE office in the Reade Center.
With their sophomore release,
Catch For Us the Foxes,
mewithoutYou prove they're
here to make one heck of a mark
on today's indie music scene.
Signed to the popular
Christian label Tooth and Nail,
mewithoutYou has a sound
incomparable to any other band
you'll find today.  Impossible to
place it into one category, their
new record, like their previous
one, touches on levels of indie,
hardcore, emo and rock. 
The beautiful music of the
record carries you seamlessly
from one song to the next,
while lead singer Aaron Weiss'
voice sinks deep under your
skin with lyrics you can't stop
running through your head and
writing on your notebooks.
Since their debut album,
[A-B] Life, mewithoutYou has
created quite a buzz for them-
selves.  They've spent most of
the last two years on the road
with some big-name bands,
blowing audiences away with
their energetic, emotional,
powerful and beautiful
stage presence.  
Aaron's unique stage per-
formance adds even more
power to the words he
talks/screams, adding prayers
and poetic lines to familiar
songs as the audience screams
with him.
As the band has grown, a
strong and faithful following
has grown with them.  Though
it may be argued that
mewithoutYou is not a band for
everyone, their supporters have
shown there's certainly some-
thing to get excited about.  For
over two years fans have anx-
iously waited for the release of
the band's second full-length
record, and now that it's final-
ly here, I doubt you'll find
anyone complaining.
The album’s title, Catch for
us the Foxes, comes from a
verse in Song of Solomon and
refers to the "little" sins that are
used to trip us up.  The lyrics
throughout both of the bands'
albums are unlike any other
Christian lyrics you will find.
Sadly, I think the reason these
songs stand out is the honesty
Aaron puts into each song,
something rarely found in
Christian music today.  
Every song is filled with
humble prayers, as well as
BY JAMIN CLUTCHER
A&E COLUMNIST
signs of hope, moments of sor-
row and despair, and gut-
wrenching power that will send
shivers down your back into
every limb.
Behind Aaron, the rest of
the band, led by Aaron's broth-
er, Michael, put forth a per-
formance that far outshines
work they've done in the past.  
Musically, the new album is
a huge step in the right direc-
tion and they seem even more
comfortable in the spotlight of
experimental post-hardcore.
The guitar work Michael and
Christopher Kleinberg blends
together beautifully, allowing
listeners to float from song
to song.  
Ricky Mazzotta, the band's
spectacular drummer, drives
the record from beginning to end
with breathtaking performances
on every track. 
Without any hesitation, I
will tell you this record will be
in the top five this year.
Without any hesitation, I will
tell you that this record will
change the way you think and
the way you listen to music in
the future.  Without any hesita-
tion, I will tell you that this
record will knock you on your
face again and again and again.
Photo courtesy mewithoutYou.com
The 5 piece mewithoutYou’s sophomore album, Catch For Us the Foxes, hit record stores on
October 5 but you may have to order this one online.
From October 21-29, the 13th
Annual Heartland Film Festival
will take place in Indianapolis.  
Maybe the reader has heard
of it before; if this is the case
then spread the word as this
article is attempting to do.  If
this is new information, then
think Sundance and think
Cannes because there is a film
festival in Indiana.
Richard Dreyfuss has
attended — so have Robert
Duvall, Gary Sinise, and
Sydney Pollock (director of
The Firm and executive pro-
ducer of The Talented Mr.
Ripley).  Not that famous
names should cause a person to
attend anything without also
considering other evidence but,
in the case of the Heartland
Film Fest, the names should
cause people to say in a very
thoughtful manner, "What?
Who came? To Indiana?
Hmm, the Heartland Film Fest
you say?"
No offense to Indiana, it
does have beautiful sunsets
(from this writer's dorm win-
dow at least), the Pacers, Colts,
and tractor pulls but, in all hon-
esty, a place to "mingle with
filmmakers and stars" after
awards ceremonies (as
Heartland's brochure puts it) is
not what usually comes to mind.
But maybe it should be.  
"Last year the director for
the film I saw was there and did
an open Q-and-A session at the
end.  I imagine it's  as close to
experiencing Hollywood as we
can get here," said senior
David Haller.
The festival was started in
1991 with the stated mission
being "To recognize and honor
filmmakers whose work
explores the human journey by
artistically expressing hope and
respect for the positive values
of life."  Many types of films
are shown including drama,
documentaries and animated.  
The fact that the films shown






tive should not bring one to
conclude that the festival pro-
motes movies that naively sug-
gest life is rosy.  
This year, for example, one
dramatic short film titled The
Angel of Chilside Road is about
a little boy coping with the
death of his sister. Another to
be shown is a documentary
called Burying The Past:
Legacy of the Mountain
Meadows which deals with the
1857 massacre of a wagon train
by Utah Mormons and the
effects it has had on the descen-
dants of the tragedy.  It brings
up the issues of religious intol-
erance, vengeance and forgive-
ness.  The negative side of life
is not hidden at Heartland.
Eleven films will be shown
this year with a few of the
movies being preceded by
"shorts."  In addition, seven
famous musicals (i.e. Meet Me
In Saint Louis) will be shown
as well as two additional
movies on the opening night of
the festival and one on the
closing night.  
The film shown on the last
night is called Finding
Neverland, starring Johnny
Depp, Kate Winslet and Dustin
Hoffman.  It is the winner of
Heartland's Truly Moving
Pictures Award of Excellence
for 2004, which is given to a
movie that fits with the festi-
val's mission prior to the film's
theatrical-release.
Besides showing movies,
the festival also hosts an educa-
tional seminar in which profes-
sionals from the film industry
teach on their areas of expert-
ise.  This year the seminars will
be on music in film and screen-
writing.  
There is also a filmmakers'
brunch, where students can
meet the Heartland award-win-
ning filmmakers and guests, a
kids' movie party and an
awards ceremony.  Information
about the events mentioned in
this article, such as venues,
schedules and costs can be






Bent called his work "an
element of play," in the Artist
Talk. One of its most important
characteristics was its offering
of humorous visual art that
evokes a deeper level of mean-
ing to the viewer. A banana
peel, a pulley, an anvil and a
unicycle are a few of the
icons Bent uses to commu-
nicate his wide range of
universal messages.
"When I first encountered
Zack's work, I was really struck
with his capacity to encapsulate
an idea," said Rachel Smith, art
professor and department chair.
"[His work is] quirky and
humorous on one level and prob-
ing if you let it speak to you."
Though Bent has a strong
background as a professional
artist, he is new to teaching.
This school year is his first
as a full-time professor but
his experience with and
understanding of modern
artistry make him a strong













"We've got to get ourselves
back to the garden," Zack Bent,
professor of Communication
and Visual Arts, said and
smiled recalling the Joni
Mitchell lyric during his Artist
Talk on Monday. 
He had committed the line
to memory and recited it 
to the crowd as it related
to October's art exhibit,
Backyards and Playgrounds.
The line may have slipped
by some, but its subtle presence
in Bent's distinctive breed of
photography on display in the
Metcalf Gallery is unavoidable.
The exhibit combines art
that was created in numerous
stages of Bent's life and
includes some of the work from
his master's thesis project titled
Dropping the Ball and Other
Common Dilemmas.
Bent offers not only evoca-
tive photography in October's
exhibit but some of his work in
video as well. Bent's videos
have been featured in several
video festivals around the
nation. He was also recognized
as one of the top 25 emerging
Christian artists by Christians
in the Visual Arts.
"Zack's work is innovative
and unique, completed with
great skill and talent," said
senior Elizabeth Marx. "He
is serious in his craftsman-
ship but playful and fun with 
his presentation."
The Metcalf Gallery filled
up on Monday afternoon with
students eager to hear about the
ideas behind the multimedia
creations. Students easily
engaged in Bent's work and
began exploring it for meaning. 
"It is rare that an art exhibit
is as interactive as Zach Bent's,"
said senior Katie McCullum.
Ticket sales: call 1.866.HFF.1010 or 
visit www.heartlandfilmfestival.org 
Festival screenings: $7 at the door, $6 in advance
Photo by Amy Wood
Catch delivers earnest
prayers with driving force
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Lady Trojans suffer first MCC defeat
Sophomore Malia Gilmer chases down a ball in Tuesday’s game against the Unviersity of Indianapolis.
Taylor fell 4-1, but sits in second place in the Mid-Central Conference with three games to play.
With an unblemished Mid-
Central Conference record
heading into Wednesday after-
noon’s game at Huntington
College, Taylor controlled its
own destiny in its bid for a first
conference title.
That control, however, took a
severe turn when Huntington
shut out the Lady Trojans 3-0.
Huntington freshman forward
Heather O’Keefe put the
Foresters on top with a goal
three minutes into the game.
In the 28th minute, Lady
Forester Beth Padilla scored to
give Huntington a 2-0 lead.
Fifteen minutes into the sec-
ond half, Huntington freshman
Sarah Kaufman put it out of
reach. Kaufman was last
week’s player of the week in
for the game and Emily
Wallace made three saves in
goal for the Lady Trojans.
On Tuesday, Taylor ran into a
tough NCAA Div. II University
of Indianapolis team. 
The Lady Trojans fell 4-1.
U of I scored five minutes
into the game and then 14 sec-
onds into the second half.
Fifteen miutes later, Willard
scored off a Cleary assist to cut
the deficit in half.
However, the Greyhounds
were too much, scoring two
goals in the final three minutes
to put it away.
Wallace made five saves in
goal for Taylor.
The Lady Trojans travel to
Cedarville (Ohio) University
on Saturday looking to end a
two-game losing streak.
Cedarville started the season
7-1-1 but has lost four straight.
the Mid-Central Conference.
To have a chance at the con-
ference title, Taylor must now
win its final two MCC games
against Indiana Wesleyan at
home next Tuesday and Spring
Arbor at home in two weeks.
Both Indiana Wesleyan and
Spring Arbor are unbeaten in
the MCC.
Last weekend, Taylor beat
Grace 2-1. 
Grace got on the board first,
scoring 13 minutes into the
game on a free kick by Amy
Nishimoto. 
Thirteen minutes later,
Amanda Harsy found Christine
Cleary on a corner kick. Cleary
headed the ball past the Grace
goalkeeper to tie the game. 
Midway through the second
half, junior Melissa Willard
scored the game-winner. 
Taylor out-shot Grace 17-4
Downey leads Trojan
golf team to fifth place
conference finish
Stephen Downey highlighted
the 2004 golf season, earning
All-Conference honors for the
fifth-place finishing Trojans. 
The team opened its season in
the University of Indianapolis
Invitational at Heartland
Crossing Golf Course finishing
eighth place out of 16 teams. 
Ross Bowen and Matthew
Hall were the low men for the
tournament, each carding a 76.
Stephen Downey shot 79, while
David Downey shot 85 and
Peter Hart 88.
In the next match, the Indiana
Wesleyan Invitational at
Meshingomesia Country Club
in Marion, the Trojans didn't
fare as well, finishing 11th of
14 teams.
The high point of the tourna-
ment was Stephen Downey,
who shot a pair of 75s to finish
in a tie for eighth place. Hart
was close behind with 76-77.
Bowen shot 86 the first day, but
rebounded for Taylor's best
round of the tournament the
next day with a 74. David
Downey shot a pair of 82s,
while Hall shot 84-83 and
David Weber shot 94-84.
A week later, Taylor returned
to Meshingomesia for an MCC
match and finished fourth.
Bowen led with 74, tying for
fifth place. Stephen Downey
shot 78 and David Downey
shot 81. Hall and Hart each
carded 82s and Weber rounded
out the scoring with an 88.
Three days later, Taylor took
eighth place in the Tri-State
Invitational at Zollner Golf
Course in Fort Wayne. 
Bowen and Stephen Downey
were the low men for the
Trojans, each shooting a 73,
while Hart was right on their
heels with a 74. Hall and David
Downey shot 85s.
The next MCC match was at
Junior Katie Clark looks to make a return hit. The women’s tennis team started the season 10-0 before falling to Indiana Wesleyan and
Manchester. The team finished second in the Mid-Central Conference behind Indiana Wesleyan, who won for the 13th straight year.
Lady Trojans capture second in
MCC with nearly perfect season
With the return of five of the
top six players from last season
and a talented recruiting class,
coach Dara Syswerda knew her
team had great potential. 
The five upperclassmen pro-
vided solid leadership for the
newcomers and the team lived
up to its billing with a 10-1
overall record and second place
finish in the MCC heading into
the MCC Tournament.
Taylor opened the season
with a second place finish at
the Goshen College Doubles
Invitational. 
Senior Holly May and jun-
ior Katie Clark paced the Lady
Trojans with a pair of victories
at the #1 doubles spot. Leslie
Davis and Kelly Pence won the
first round at the #2 spot, but
fell in the championship, as did
Lindsey Davis and Jenny Hoyt. 
BY JUSTIN POTTS
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Olivet Nazarene. Olivet beat
Taylor 7-2 last year, but Taylor
turned the tables for an 8-1 win.
Taylor followed the win over
Olivet with three straight 8-1
conference victories over
Huntington College , U. of St.
Francis and Grace College.
One of Taylor's goals heading
into the season was to defeat
Goshen, and that came next on
the schedule. Not only did
Taylor beat Goshen, but the
Lady Trojans extended their
winning streak to eight games.
Clark, Leslie Davis, Pence
and Bolinger came away with
singles victories, while Leslie
Davis/Pence and Lindsey
Davis/Hoyt earned doubles
wins in the 6-3 victory.
At Bethel and Franklin a
week a later, Taylor kept its
streak alive with 8-1 and 9-0
wins, respectively.
Pence was virtually flawless
in the pair of wins, going 6-0,
In the first real match of the
season, Taylor dominated
Anderson 8-1. 
Clark dropped the #1 singles
match 7-5, 2-6, 2-6, but her
teammates backed her up with
eight victories.
Two days later, Taylor did the
same to Marian College, win-
ning 8-1. 
Clark, May, Leslie Davis,
Kelly Pence and Lindsey Davis
each earned singles wins for
Taylor, while teams of
Clark/May, Leslie Davis/Pence
and Lindsey Davis/Kristine
Bolinger all won their doubles
matches.
Lindsey Davis shut out her
opponent 6-0, 6-0 in the win.
Next came Spring Arbor, and
another sizzling performance
for the Lady Trojans, picking
up a 9-0 win.
One of the toughest tests of
the season came two nights
later when Taylor traveled to




For nearly 45 minutes last
Saturday, Taylor held its own
with Quincy University.
For the other 15 minutes,
however, it seemed as if
Quincy was the only team on
the field.
Taylor trailed just 3-0 at half-
time after Quincy kicked a field
goal on its second possession.
In the second half, Quincy
took its first possession and
marched down the field for a
touchdown to go ahead 10-0.
Less than five minutes later,
Taylor quarterback Michael
Walker was hit by Quincy’s
Chris Hartwig and fumbled.
Quincy freshman linebacker
Orlando Middleton picked it up
and rubmled 56 yards for
a touchdown. 
On Quincy’s next possession,
Darren Gafford carried it in
from three yards out to put the
Hawks up 24-0.
Quincy’s defense then held
Taylor in check the rest of the
way to preserve the shutout.
Perhaps the biggest moment
of the game came with just sec-
onds remaining in the first half.
Down 3-0, Taylor faced third-
and-seven, already in field goal
range. The snap sailed high and
Walker fell on it on Quincy’s
37-yard line. 
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3-0 loss to Huntington leaves Taylor a game back in
highly contested Mid-Central Conference race
Instead of a reasonable dis-
tance for a game-tying field
goal, Taylor kicker Robby
Smith was forced to attempt a
field goal from 54 yards.
The kick went low and left,
leaving Taylor trailing at the
half, rather than tied.
For the game, Taylor
ammassed just 123 yards of
offense. Quincy had 355.
Walker, just a freshman, mak-
ing his first collegiate start,
went 6-for-12 with one inter-
ception and no touchdowns.
Tomorrow Taylor travels to
Urbana, Ohio to take on 1-4
Urbana University. Urbana
picked up its first win of the
season last weekend.
21-point third quarter lifts Qincy to 24-0 win
Stonehenge Golf Club and
Taylor finished second.
Stephen Downey led with a
75, good for second individual-
ly. Hart was just a stroke back
at 76 and Hall was three behind
with a 78. Jeff Brooke, also a
soccer player for Taylor, shot
82, while Bowen carded 83 and
David Downey a 90.
Fort Wayne Elks Golf Club
was the next stop for the
Trojans and Taylor finished in
fourth place, just 10 strokes
behind first place finishing
Bethel College.
Stephen Downey was low
man once again with a 74.
Bowen and Hall each fired 75s.
Hart shot 80, David Downey
shot 82 and Weber had an 88.
The best finish of the season
came next at the Huntington
Invitational at LaFontaine Golf
Club. Taylor finished first out
of six teams.
Hall took medalist honors,
firing Taylor's only under par
round of the season, a 70.
Bowen fired 74, Hart shot 76,
Stephen Downey and Weber
each shot 79s and David
Downey had an 84.
The final MCC match was a
fifth place finish for the Trojans
at Morris Park Golf Club. 
Hall and David Downey led
the way for Taylor with 79s,
while Hart was one back with
an 80. Stephen Downey carded
an 81, Weber shot an 82 and
Bowen finished with an 83.
For the season, Taylor fin-
ished fifth place in the MCC
and qualified for the Region
VIII Tournament, to be held
next spring.
Stephen Downey's consistent-
play earned him All-MCC hon-
ors with a 77 stroke average.
Hall, Bowen and Hart all fin-
ished the season with averages
in the 70s, at 78.5, 78.8 and
79.5, respectively. The team is
done until the Region VIII
Tournament next spring.
6-3 loss to Indiana Wesleyan denies hopes of MCC tennis title
6-0 both days. 
The MCC regular season
championship came down to
the final match of the season, a
battle with cross-county rival
Indiana Wesleyan, which has
won the MCC 12 straight years.
Although Taylor came up on
the short end, 6-3, it was still
considered a success. Indiana
Wesleyan had shut out every
opponent 9-0 prior to the
match. May and Pence won
singles matches and Leslie
Davis/Pence won their doubles
match for the Lady Trojans. 
Taylor dropped its final match
of the season to Manchester
College 5-4 to finish the regu-
lar season 10-2, 7-1. 
The squad took part in the
MCC Tournament last night at
Concordia High School in Fort
Wayne, but results were
unavailable for print.
The tournament continues
today at 9 a.m.
Transfer Joe Stamm makes a hit on a Quincy ball-carrier in last Saturday’s Homecoming game. Taylor
lost 24-0 after trailing just 3-0 at halftime. Stamm finished the game with seven tackles.
Downey earns All-Conference
